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We introduce a new optimization strategy to compute numerical approximations of min-
imizers for optimal control problems governed by scalar conservation laws in the presence 
of shocks. We focus on the 1 — d inviscid Burgers equation. We first prove the existence 
of minimizers and, by a T-convergence argument, the convergence of discrete minima 
obtained by means of numerical approximation schemes satisfying the so called one
sided Lipschitz condition (OSLC). Then we address the problem of developing efficient 
descent algorithms. We first consider and compare the existing two possible approaches: 
the so-called discrete approach, based on a direct computation of gradients in the dis
crete problem and the so-called continuous one, where the discrete descent direction is 
obtained as a discrete copy of the continuous one. When optimal solutions have shock 
discontinuities, both approaches produce highly oscillating minimizing sequences and the 
effective descent rate is very weak. As a solution we propose a new method, that we shall 
call alternating descent method, that uses the recent developments of generalized tangent 
vectors and the linearization around discontinuous solutions. This method distinguishes 
and alternates the descent directions that move the shock and those that perturb the 
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profile of the solution away of it producing very efficient and fast descent algorithms. 

Keywords: Inviscid Burgers equation; Optimal control; Numerical approximation; 
Shocks. 
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1. Introduction 

Optimal control for hyperbolic conservation laws is a difficult topic which requires a 
considerable computational effort. In the last years a number of methods have been 
proposed to reduce the computational cost and to render this type of problems 
affordable. 

The aim of this paper is to present and discuss the main existing approaches 
to these problems in the context of 1 — d scalar conservation laws. We focus on 
the inviscid Burgers equation although most of our results extend to more general 
equations with convex fluxes. We show that the descent methods developed on the 
basis of the existing approaches produce highly oscillating minimizing sequences 
whose convergence is very slow. We then introduce a new optimization strategy 
that we shall refer to as alternating descent method, well adapted to the presence of 
discontinuities in the solutions, and that, as we shall see, exhibits very good descent 
properties. Indeed, as shown in a number of numerial experiments, the new method 
we propose is much more robust and efficient in a significantly smaller number of 
iterations of the descent method. 

To be more precise, given a finite time horizon T > 0, we consider the following 
inviscid Burgers equation: 

dtu + dx (^- j = 0 , i n R x ( 0 , T ) ; u(x,0) = u°(x), x £ R. (1.1) 

Given a target ud G L2(R)) we consider the cost functional to be minimized J : 
LX(R) ->R, defined by 

J(u°)= f \u(x,T)-ud(x)\2 dx, (1.2) 

where u(x,t) is the unique entropy solution of (1.1). 
Although this paper is devoted to this particular choice of J, most of our analy

sis and numerical algorithms can be adapted to many other functionals and control 
problems (we refer for instance to Ref. 20 where the control variable is the nonlin-
earity of the scalar conservation law). 

We also introduce the set of admissible initial data Uad C L1(R), that we define 
later in order to guarantee the existence of the following optimization problem: Find 
w0,min g Uad s u c h t h a t ; 

= min J(u ) 
u°euad 

(1.3) 



This is one of the model optimization problems that is often addressed in the con
text of optimal aerodynamic design, the so-called inverse design problem (see, for 
example, Ref. 12). 

As we will see, existence of minimizers is easily established under some natural 
assumptions on the class of admissible data Uad using well known well-posedness 
and compactness properties of the inviscid Burgers equation. However, uniqueness 
is false, in general, due, in particular, to the possible presence of discontinuities in 
the solutions of (1.1). 

In practical applications and in order to perform numerical computations and 
simulations one has to replace the continuous optimization problem above by a dis
crete approximation. It is then natural to consider a discretization of system (1.1) 
and the functional J. If this is done in an appropriate way, the discrete optimiza
tion problem has minimizers that are often taken, for small enough mesh-sizes, as 
approximations of the continuous minimizers. There are however few results in the 
context of hyperbolic conservation laws proving rigorously the convergence of the 
discrete optimal controls towards the continuous ones, as the mesh-size goes to zero. 

One of the first goals of this paper is to provide such a convergence result based 
on a fine use of the known properties of monotone conservative schemes and more 
precisely of those satisfying the so called one-sided Lipschitz condition (OSLC). 

In the following we will denote by «A the approximation of u obtained by a 
suitable discretization of system (1.1) with mesh-sizes Ax and At for space-time 
discretizations. We also denote by J A a discretization of J and by Wa<f,A a discrete 
version of the set of admissible controls Uaci, and consider the approximate discrete 
minimization problem, 

T i 0,min\ • T i 0 •* 

J A ( M A ) = m m JA{UA). 

For fixed values of the mesh-size A, the existence of minimizers for this discrete 
problem is often easy to prove. But, even in that case, their convergence as A —> 0 
is harder to show. This will be done, as mentioned above, in the class of OSLC 
schemes that guarantee the needed compactness properties. 

^From a practical point of view it is however more important to be able to 
develop efficient algorithms for computing accurate approximations of the discrete 
minimizers. This is often not an easy matter due, in particular, to the high num
ber of the parameters involved and the lack of convexity of the functional under 
consideration. 

The most efficient methods to approximate minimizers are the gradient methods 
(steepest descent, conjugate gradient, etc.) although they hardly distinguish local or 
global minimizers. This is an added difficulty in problems with many local minima, 
a fact that cannot be excluded in our optimization problem, due to the nonlinear 
dependence of the state on the initial datum. However we will not address this 
problem here. We shall rather focus on building efficient descent algorithms. 

Descent algorithms are iterative processes. In each step of the iteration the 



descent direction is built by means of the gradient of the functional with respect 
to the controls, in this case the initial datum. Then the sensibility of the discrete 
cost functional JA with respect to u0^ depends on the sensitivity of the solution 
of the numerical scheme, used to discretize (1.1), with respect to M^, which in 
fact involves an infinite number of parameters, one for each mesh-point. Thus, in 
practice, computing the sensibility of the cost functional requires to differentiate 
this numerical scheme with respect to the initial datum. 

When the numerical scheme under consideration is differentiable this is easy 
to do and the classical adjoint state method provides a significant shortcut when 
computing the derivatives with respect to all control parameters (the values of the 
discrete initial-datum over the mesh-points in this case). We illustrate this in section 
6.1 below. 

But for large complex systems, as Euler equations in higher dimensions, the 
existing most efficient numerical schemes (upwind, Godunov, Roe, etc.) are not 
differentiable (see for example Ref. 17 or Ref. 19). In this case, the gradient of the 
functional is not well defined and there is not a natural and systematic way to 
compute its variations. 

In face of this difficulty, it would be natural to explore the possible use of non-
smooth optimization techniques. But this does not seem to had been done and is 
out of the scope of this paper. By the contrary, the following two other approaches 
have been developed: The first one is based on the use of automatic differentiation, 
which basically consists in differentiating the numerical method (even if it is not 
differentiable!), differentiating each line in the code (see for instance Ref. 24). This 
approach often produces oscillations which are due precisely to the lack of differen
tiability. The second one, the so-called continuous approach, consists in proceeding 
in two steps as follows: One first linearizes the continuous system (1.1) to obtain a 
descent direction of the continuous functional J and then takes a numerical approx
imation of this descent direction with the discrete values provided by the numerical 
scheme. Of course the validity of this approximation as a descent direction for the 
discrete problem is not at all assured either. 

But the continuous approach has to face another major drawback when solutions 
develop shock discontinuities, as it is the case in the context of the hyperbolic 
conservation laws we are considering here. Indeed, the formal differentiation of the 
continuous state equation (1.1) yields 

dt5u + dx{u5u) = 0. 

But this is only justified when the state u on which the variations are being com
puted, is smooth enough. In particular, it is not justified when the solutions are 
discontinuous since singular terms may appear on the linearization over the shock 
location. Accordingly in optimal control applications one also needs to take into 
account the sensitivity for the shock location. This has been studied by different 
authors with different approaches (see Ref. 27, 14 or 8). Roughly speaking, the main 
conclusion of that analysis is that the classical linearized system for the variations 



of the solutions must be complemented with some new equations for the sensitivity 
of the shock position. 

These issues have been the object of intensive research, as indicated above, but 
there is not a systematic receipt to use these new notions of linearizations to im
plement efficient descent methods. This is due, to some extent, to the fact that two 
related but different issues have been treated simultaneously without sufficiently 
distinguishing one from another: a) The lack of regularity of the solutions of the 
continuous state equation that makes the formal linearization above difficult to 
justify and that adds some unexpected terms to the classical derivative of the func
tional, to take into account the possible contribution of jump discontinuities, and 
b) the numerical schemes being non-differentiable. 

Therefore, the second goal of this paper is to build efficient descent algorithms 
taking into account (and advantage of) the possible presence of shock discontinuities 
on solutions. To be more precise, this paper is aimed to clarify these different aspects 
of the problem, proposing an overall new strategy to build descent algorithms. We 
thus use the existing results that allow deriving the correct linearization of the 
system in the presence of shocks. We then derive the adjoint system which contains 
an internal boundary condition along the shock which has been referred in the 
literature as an internal boundary condition for the adjoint system (see Ref. 12 
where the quasi one dimensional stationary Euler equations are considered). Prom 
the numerical point of view, the use of this adjoint system makes methods more 
efficient, since it takes into account explicitly the sensibility of the solution with 
respect to shock variations. But if applied directly with the aid of the notion of 
generalized tangent vectors (introduced in Ref. 7 and 8) the descent method, in each 
step of the iteration, adds new discontinuities to the state, thus yielding solutions 
with increasing complexity. 

To overcome this difficulty, in the present article, we propose a new alternating 
descent method that in the iterative process alternates descent directions altering 
the shock position and those that do not move it and only affect the shape of 
solutions away from the shock, in such a way that the number of shocks does not 
increase, thus keeping the overall complexity of solutions limited. 

The detailed analysis of the continuous linearized equations in the presence 
of shocks is only well-understood in a certain number of situations: 1 — d scalar 
conservation laws (see Ref. 3 and 4) with the aid of notions of duality and reversible 
measure valued solutions; multi-dimensional scalar conservation laws subject to one
sided Lipschitz conditions (see Ref 5) and also when the shock is a priori known to 
be located on a single regular curve, or a regular manifold in higher dimensions (see 
Ref. 7, 8 and 27 for 1 — d problems, and Ref. 22 and 23, where general systems of 
conservation laws in higher dimensions are considered). We also refer to Ref. 14 for 
an analysis of the linearization for multi-dimensional perturbations of 1 — d scalar 
conservation laws. But the general principles leading to the alternating descent 
method we propose here are of much wider application, as we shall develop in 
forthcoming articles devoted to multi-dimensional scalar conservation laws and to 



the quasilD-Euler equations. 
The rest of this paper is divided as follows: in section 2 we study the existence of 

minimizers for the continuous problem (1.3). In section 3 we analyze the convergence 
of discrete minimizers obtained by discretizing the cost function and system (1.1) 
by means of OSLC schemes. In section 4 we recall some known results on the 
sensitivity of the continuous functional by linearizing system (1.1) in the presence 
of a shock. In section 5 we propose the new alternating descent method based on 
the continuous approach. In section 6 we discuss more classical descent strategies 
based on both the continuous and discrete approach. In section 7 we present some 
numerical experiments which confirm the efficiency of the new strategy introduced 
in this paper. In section 8 we sketch the algorithms. 

2. Existence of minimizers 

In this section we prove that, under certain conditions on the set of admissible 
initial data Uad, there exists at least one minimizer of J given in (1.2). We consider 
the class of admissible initial data Ua,£. 

Uad = {fe L°°(R), supptf) C K, H/IU < C}, 

where if C R be a bounded interval and C > 0 a constant. Note however that the 
same theoretical results and descent strategies can be applied in a much wider class 
of admissible sets. 

Theorem 2.1. Assume that ud G L2(R) and thatlAad is as above. Then the mini
mization problem, 

mm J(u°), (2.1) 
u°euad 

has at least one minimizer w°'mm G Uad- Moreover, uniqueness is in general false 
for this optimization problem. 

Proof. We first prove existence. Let w° G Uad be a minimizing sequence of J. Then 
M° is bounded in L°° and there exists a subsequence, still denoted by w°, such that 
v°n —>- M° weakly-* in L°°. Moreover, w° G Uad. 

Let un(x,t) and u*(x,t) be the entropy solutions of (1.1) with initial data w° 
and ul respectively, and assume that 

un{-,T)^u*{;T), inL 2(R). (2.2) 

Then 

inf J[u°) = lim J « ) = J[ul), 

and we deduce that u® is a minimizer of J. 
Thus, the key point is to prove the strong convergence result (2.2). Two main 

steps are necessary to do it: 



(1) The relative compactness of un(-,T) in 1?. Taking the structure of Uad into 
account and using the maximum principle and the finite velocity of propagation 
that entropy solutions fulfill, it is easy to see that the support of all solutions 
at time t = T, is uniformly included in the same compact set of R. Therefore, 
it is sufficient to prove compactness in Ljoc. This is obtained from Oleinik's 
one-sided Lipschitz condition, 

u(x, t) — u(v, t) 1 . 
_±^j ^ i i < _^ (2.3) 

x — y t 
which guarantees a uniform bound of the BV^-norm of «„(-, T), locally in space 
(see Ref. 6). The needed compactness property is then a consequence of the 
compactness of the embedding BV(I) C L2(I), for all bounded interval I. 

(2) The identification of the limit as the solution of (1.1) with initial datum u®. 
This can be done using similar compactness arguments allowing to pass to the 
limit in the variational formulation of (1.1). We refer to Ref. 10 for a detailed 
description of this limit process in the more delicate case where the initial data 
converge to a Dirac delta. 

This completes the prove of the existence of minimizers. 

We now prove that the uniqueness of the minimizer is in general false for this 
type of optimization problems. In fact, we prove that there are target functions ud 

for which there exist two different minimizers u\ and u\ such that the corresponding 
solutions Uj, j = 1,2 satisfy Uj(T) = ud, j = 1,2 in such a way that the minimal 
value of J vanishes. This is always possible as soon as we deal with solutions having 
shocks. For example, 

f l i f x < * / 2 r i i f x < t - l / 2 , 
ui(x,t)= ' , . - / , ' u2(x,t)= { ( x - l / 2 ) / ( t - l ) i f t - l / 2 < x < l / 2 , 0 if x > t/2, 

0 if x > 1/2, 

are two different entropy solutions for which ui(x,T) = U2(x,T) at T = 1. Thus 
if we take T = 1 and ud(x) = «i(x, 1) then there exist two different initial data 
u1(x,0) and ^ ( x , 0) for which J attains its minimum. Note that this is impossible 
within the class of smooth solutions by backwards uniqueness. 

Note that ud as above does not belong to L2(R) but, the same argument is valid 
if ud is truncated to take zero values at infinity. • 

Remark 2.1. The above proof is quite general and it can be adapted to other 
optimization problems with different functionals and admissible sets. In particular, 
using Oleinik's one-sided Lipschitz condition (2.3), one can also consider admissible 
sets of the form: Uad = {/ e L^M), supp(f) C K, | | / | | i < C}. 



3. The discrete minimization problem 

The purpose of this section is to show that discrete minimizers obtained by a numer
ical scheme to approximate (1.1) satisfying the so-called OSLC property converge 
to a minimizer of the continuous problem as the mesh-size tends to zero. This justi
fies the usual engineering practice of replacing the continuous functional and model 
by discrete ones to compute an approximation of the continuous minimizer. 

Let us introduce a mesh in R x [0,T] given by (xj,tn) = (jAx,nAt) (j = 
—oo,..., oo; n = 0,..., N + 1 so that (N + l)At = T), and let u" be a numerical 
approximation of u(xj,tn) obtained as solution of a suitable discretization of the 
equation (1.1). 

Let us consider the following approximation of the functional J in (1.2): 

T A / 0 N L^x V ^ I N+l d\2 (n IN J (WAJ = -J- 2 ^ K ~U3> ' (-3-1-) 
j = — oo 

where wA = {«?} is the discrete initial datum and wA = {ud} is the discretization 
of the target ud at Xj, respectively. A common choice consists in taking 

u"j = — / ud{x)dx, (3.2) 
•*xj-l/2 

where x^^i/2 = Xj ± Ax/2. 
Moreover, we introduce an approximation of the class of admissible initial data 

Uad denoted by Wad,A and constituted by sequences <p& = {<fj}jEZ for which the 
associated piecewise constant interpolation function, that we still denote by C^A, 
defined by 

ip&{x) = ifj, £j-l/2 < X < Xj + 1/2, 

satisfies <p& G Uad- Obviously, Wad,A coincides with the class of discrete vectors with 
support on those indices j such that Xj G K and for which the discrete L°°-norm 
is bounded above by the same constant C. 

Finally, we introduce a 3-point conservative numerical approximation scheme 
for (1.1): 

«" + 1 = w" " A (»"+i/2 " #-1 /2) = 0. A = ^ ' jeZ,n = 0,...,N, (3.3) 

where, 

9j+l/2 = 9(uj :uj + l): 

and g is the numerical flux. These schemes are consistent with (1.1) when g(u, u) = 
u2/2. 

When the function H(u, v, w) = v — X(g(u, v) — g(v, w)) is monotone increasing 
with respect to each argument the scheme is also said to be monotone. These are 
particularly useful schemes since the discrete solutions obtained with them converge 
to weak entropy solutions of the continuous conservation law, as the discretization 



parameters tend to zero, under a suitable CFL condition (see Ref. 15, Clip.3, Th. 

4.2). 

For each h > 0 it is easy to see tha t the discrete analogue of Theorem 2.1 holds. 

In fact this is automatic in the present setting since Wad,A only involves a finite 

number of mesh-points. But passing to the limit as h —> 0 requires a more careful 

t reatment . In fact, for tha t to be done, one needs to assume tha t the scheme under 

consideration satisfies the so-called one-sided Lipszhitz condition (OSLC), which is 

a discrete version of Oleinik's condition above: 

< + i - < 1 
" Z ± 7 < —IT- (3-4) 

A x nAt 
then consider the following di 

tha t 

We then consider the following discrete minimization problem: Find w^ m i n such 

J A ( « 2 : m i n ) = min JA(u°A). (3.5) 
u°AeUad,A 

It is by now well known tha t Godunov's, Lax-Friedfrichs and Engquist-Osher 

schemes satisfy this OSLC condition. We refer to Ref. 6 for a discussion of this 

issue and also for the construction of a second order MUSCL method satisfying 

OSLC. 

T h e o r e m 3 . 1 . Assume thatu\ is obtained by a conservative monotone numerical 

scheme consistent with (1.1) and satisfying the OSLC condition. 

Then: 

• For all Ax, At > 0, the discrete minimization problem (3.5) has at least one 
7 , • 0 , m m _ 7 / 

Solution U^ G tAad,A-

• Any accumulation point ofu^mm with respect to the weak—* topology in L°°, 

as Ax, At —> 0 (with A t / A x = A fixed and under a suitable CFL condition), is 

a minimizer of the continuous problem (2.1). 

R e m a r k 3 . 1 . The most frequently used conservative 3-point numerical schemes 

derived to approximate (1.1) satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. This is in par

ticular the case of the Lax-Friedrichs, Engquist-Osher or Godunov schemes whose 

numerical fluxes for Burgers equation are given, respectively, by 

LFf N U2+V2 V-U 
9 (u,v) = — , (3.6) 

9 {u,v) = + , (3.7) 

Gf N / min„,e [„ j w 2 / 2 , ifu<v, 
g (u,v) = < l ' ' o /rv . . ^ (3.8) 

[ max,j e | a ]„] w /2, it u > v. 

Proof, (of Theorem 3.1) The existence of discrete minimizers in the first s tatement 

of the Theorem is obvious in this case since we are dealing with a finite dimensional 

problem. Actually, at this point the OSLC property is not necessary. However, in 



more general situations (for other classes of discrete admissible controls) we apply 
the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 based on the OSLC property 
and the BV estimates this yields (see Ref. 6). 

The second statement is less trivial. It requires, definitely, of the OSLC property 
to guarantee the compactness of numerical solutions as Ax, At —> 0. 

We follow an standard T-convergence argument. The key ingredient is the fol
lowing continuity property: Assume that uA G Uad,A satisfies uA —>- u° in L°°(R) 
with respect to the weak—* topology, then 

JA(u°A) -+ J(u°). (3.9) 

This is due to the fact that the OSLC condition guarantees uniform local BV bounds 
on the discrete solutions. This implies local compactness in 1? which, together with 
the finite velocity of propagation of solutions and in view of the class of initial 
data Had,A we are considering, guarantees that u1+1 - • u{-,T) in L2(R). This IS so 
under the CFL condition ensuring the convergence of the numerical schemes, and 
its monotonicity. 

Now, let u° G Uad be an accumulation point of w^mm with respect to the weak—* 
topology of L°°. To simplify the notation we still denote by uA

mm the subsequence 
for which uA

min —*- u°, weakly—* in L°°(R), as Ax —> 0. Let v° G Uad be any other 
function. We are going to prove that 

J(u°) < J(v°). (3.10) 

To do this we construct a sequence vA G Uad,A such that vA —> v°, in L1(R), as 
Ax, At —> 0 (we can consider in particular the approximation in (3.2)). 

Taking into account the continuity property (3.9), we have 

J(v°) = lim JA(v°A) > lim JA(i/J;mil1) = J(«°), 

which proves (3.10). • 

Remark 3.2. Theorem 3.1 concerns global minima. However, both the continuous 
and discrete functionals may possibly have local minima as well. Extending this kind 
of T-convergence result for local minima requires important further developments. 

4. Sensitivity analysis: the continuous approach 

In this section we analyze the continuous approach to obtain descent directions for 
the discrete functional JA. 

We divide this section in four subsections. Specifically, in the first one we con
sider the case where the solution u of (1.1) has no shocks. In the second and third 
subsections we analyze the sensitivity of the solution and the functional in the pres
ence of a single shock located on a regular curve, and finally, in the last subsection, 
we discuss various possibilities to obtain discrete descent directions. 



4 .1 . Sensitivity without shocks 

In this subsection we give an expression for the sensitivity of the functional J 
with respect to the initial datum based on a classical adjoint calculus for smooth 
solutions. First we present a formal calculus and then we show how to justify it when 
dealing with a classical solution for (1.1), i.e. when there are no discontinuities. 

Let CQ(R) be the set of C1 functions with compact support and let u° G CQ(R) 
be a given initial datum for which there exists a classical solution u(x,t) of (1.1) in 
(x, t) G R x [0, T], which can be extended to a classical solution in t G [0, T + T] for 
some T > 0. Note that this imposes some restrictions on u° other than being smooth. 
More precisely we must have T+T > max.x[l/u'0(x)] to guarantee that two different 
characteristics do not meet in the time interval [0, T + T]. Let Su° G CQ (R) be any 
possible variation of the initial datum u°. Due to the finite speed of propagation, 
this perturbation will only affect the solution in a bounded set of (x, t) G R x [0, T]. 
This simplifies the argument below that applies in a much more general setting 
provided solutions are smooth enough. 

Then for e > 0 sufficiently small, the solution ue(x, t) corresponding to the initial 
datum 

uE'°(x) = u°(x) + edu°(x), (4.1) 

is also a classical solution in (x,t) G R x (0, T) and ue G C1(R x [0, T]) can be 
written as 

uE = u + eSu + o(e), with respect to the C1 topology, (4-2) 

where Su is the solution of the linearized equation, 

dtSu + dx(uSu) = 0, in (x,t) GR X (0,T); SU(X, 0) = Su°(x), x G R. (4.3) 

Let 5 J be the Gateaux derivative of J at u° in the direction Su°. We have, 

SJ= J (u(x,T) -ud(x))Su(x,T) dx, (4.4) 
JK 

where 5u solves the linearized system above (4.3). Now, we introduce the adjoint 
system, 

-dtp-udxp = 0, in (x,t) G R x (0,T); p(x,T) = pT{x), x G R, (4.5) 

where pT(x) = u(x,T) — ud(x). Multiplying the equations satisfied by 5u by p, 
integrating by parts, and taking into account that p satisfies (4.5), we easily obtain 

/ (u(x,T) — u (x))6u(x,T) dx = / p(x,0)6u dx. (4-6) 
JK JK 

Thus, SJ in (4.4) can be written as, 

6J = J p(x,0)Su°(x) dx. (4.7) 
JK 



This expression provides an easy way to compute a descent direction for the con
tinuous functional J, once we have computed the adjoint state. We just take 

Su° = -p(x,0). (4.8) 

Under the assumptions above on u°, u, Su, and p can be obtained from their 
data u°(x), Su°(x) and pT(x) by using the characteristic curves associated to (1.1). 
For the sake of completeness we briefly explain this below. 

The characteristic curves associated to (1.1) are defined by 

x'(t)=u(t,x(t)), te(0,T); x(0) = x0. (4.9) 

They are straight lines whose slopes depend on the initial data: 

x(t) = x0+tu°(x0), t e ( 0 , T ) . 

As we are dealing with classical solutions, u is constant along such curves and, by 
assumption, two different characteristic curves do not meet each other inRx[0,T + 
T]. This allows to define u i n l x [0, T + T] in a unique way from the initial data. 

For e > 0 sufficiently small, the solution ue(x,t) corresponding to the initial 
datum (4.1) has similar characteristics to those of u. This allows guaranteeing that 
two different characteristic lines do not intersect for 0 < t < T if e > 0 is small 
enough. Note that ue may possibly be discontinuous for t G (T,T+T] if u° generates 
a discontinuity at t = T + r but this is irrelevant for the analysis in [0, T] we are 
carrying out. Therefore ue(x,t) is also a classical solution in (x,t) G R x [0,T] and 
it is easy to see that the solution ue can be written as (4.2) where Su satisfies (4.3). 

System (4.3) can be solved again by the method of characteristics. In fact, as u 
is a regular function, the first equation in (4.3) can be written as 

dtSu + udx5u = — dx (u) Su, (4-10) 

i.e. 

— Su(x(t),t) = -dx(u)6u, (4.11) 

where x(t) are the characteristics curves defined by (4.9). Thus, the solution Su 
along a characteristic line can be obtained from Su° by solving this differential 
equation, i.e. 

6u(x(t),t) = Su (xo)exp — / dxu(x(s), s)ds . 

Finally, the adjoint system (4.5) is also solved by characteristics, i.e. 

p(x(t),t)=pT(x(T)). 

This yields the steepest descent direction in (4.8) for the continuous functional. 

Remark 4.1. Note that for classical solutions the Gateaux derivative of J at u° is 
given by (4.7) and this provides an obvious descent direction for J at u°, given by 
Su° = —p(x, 0) G CQ (R). However this is not very useful in practice since, even when 



we initialize the iterative descent algorithm with a smooth u we cannot guarantee 
that the solution remains classical along the iterative process. 

4.2. Sensitivity of the state in the presence of shocks 

In this section we collect some existing results on the sensitivity of the solution of 
conservation laws in the presence of shocks. We follow the analysis in Ref. 7 but 
similar results, in different forms and degrees of generality, can be found among 
others in Ref. 1, 3, 4, 27 or Ref. 14. 

We focus on the particular case of solutions having a single shock, but the 
analysis can be extended to consider more general one-dimensional systems of con
servation laws with a finite number of noninteracting shocks (see Ref. 7). The theory 
of duality and reversible solutions developed in Ref. 3 and 4 is the one leading to 
more general results. 

We introduce the following hypothesis: 

(H) Assume that u(x,t) is a weak entropy solution of (1.1) with a discontinuity 
along a regular curve £ = {(£, ip(t)),t G [0,T]}, which is Lipschitz continuous out
side £. In particular, it satisfies the Rankine-Hugoniot condition on £ 

V'(t)iu}vw=[u2/2]v{ty (4.12) 

Here we have used the notation: [v]Xo = V(XQ) — V(XQ) for the jump at xo of 
any piecewise continuous function v with a discontinuity at x = XQ . 

Note that £ divides R x (0, T) in two parts: Q~ and Q+, the sub-domains of 
R x (0, T) to the left and to the right of £ respectively. 

t=T 

t=0 

t 

Q L / 

<P(T) 

/ Q+ 

Fig. 1. Sub-domains Q and Q+. 

As we will see, in the presence of shocks, to deal correctly with optimal control 
and design problems, the state of the system needs to be viewed as constituted by 



the pair (u,ip) combining the solution of (1.1) and the shock location <f. This is 
relevant in the analysis of sensitivity of functions below and when applying descent 
algorithms. 

Then the pair (u, f) satisfies the system 

f dtu + dx(f)=0, i n Q - U Q + , 

= k 2 /2 l ,.,, tG (O.T). 
(4.13) 

<p'(t)[u]vit)=[u2/2]vW, t € ( 0 , T ) , 

^(0) = / , 

k u(x, 0) = u°(x), in {x < f0} U {x > if0}. 

Let us now analyze the sensitivity of (u, f) with respect to perturbations of the 
initial datum, in particular, with respect to variations 5u° of the initial profile u° 
and 5<f° of the shock location <f°. To be precise, we adopt the functional framework 
based on the generalized tangent vectors introduced in Ref. 7. 

Definition 4.1. (Ref. 7) Let v : R —> R be a piecewise Lipschitz continuous func
tion with a single discontinuity at y G R. We define Y*v as the family of all continuous 
paths 7 : [0, e0] - • L 1 ^ ) w i t n 

1. 7(0) = v and £0 > 0 possibly depending on 7. 
2. For any e G [0, £0] the functions ue = 7(e) are piecewise Lipschitz with a single 

discontinuity at x = ye depending continuously on e and there exists a constant L 
independent of e G [0, £0] such that 

\v£{x) -v£{x')\ <L\x-x'\, 

whenever ye £ [x, x']. 
Furthermore, we define the set Tv of generalized tangent vectors of v as the 

space of (Sv, Sy) G l ' x R for which the path ^{Sv^y) given by 

V ^ \v+£5v-[v\yX[y,y+e&y]rf5y>Q, 

satisfies -y(sVtsy) G T,v. 
Finally, we define the equivalence relation ~ defined on Y*v by 

7 ~ 7' if and only if lim " 7 ( g ) ~ ^ " ^ = 0, 

and we say that a path 7 G S^ generates the generalized tangent vector (Sv, Sy) G Tv 

if 7 is equivalent to ^{Sv^y) a s m (4-14). 

Remark 4.2. The path ^{Sv^y) & ^v in (4.14) represents, at first order, the vari
ation of a function v by adding a perturbation function eSv and by shifting the 
discontinuity by eSy. 

Note that, for a given v (piecewise Lipschitz continuous function with a single 
discontinuity at y G R) the associated generalized tangent vectors (Sv, Sy) G Tv are 
those pairs for which Sv is Lipschitz continuous with a single discontinuity at x = y. 



Let u° be the initial datum in (4.13) that we assume to be Lipschitz continuous 
to both sides of a single discontinuity located at x = ip°, and consider a generalized 
tangent vector (Su°,S<f°) G L^R) x R for all 0 < T. Let u°'e G S„o be a path 
which generates (Su°,6ip°). For e sufficiently small the solution ue(-,t) of (4.13) 
is Lipschitz continuous with a single discontinuity at x = <pe(t), for all t G [0, T]. 
Therefore, ue(-,t) generates a generalized tangent vector (Su(-,t),6ip(t)) G L1 x R. 
Moreover, in Ref. 8 it is proved that it satisfies the following linearized system: 

' dt5u + dx(uSu) = 0, in Q~ U Q+, 

<VWMv(t) + 8<p(t) (lfi'(t)[ux]v{t) ~ [uxu]^)) 

< +<p'(t)[6u]vW-[u6u]v{t)=0, in(0 ,T) , (4.15) 

6u(x, 0) = 6u°, in {x < ip0} U {x > ^°} , 

, (5̂ (0) = V , 

with the initial data (Su°, Sip0). 

Remark 4.3. The linearized system (4.15) can be obtained, at least formally, by 
a perturbation argument in two steps: first we make the change of variables x = 
x — <p(t) which transforms system (4.15) in a new coupled system but in a fixed 
domain {x < 0} U {x > 0}, and where the variable <p enters in the equations 
satisfied by u to both sides of x = 0. Then, we introduce a perturbation of the 
data (u0., <p°.) = (u°, <p°) + e(Su°, S<p°) and compute the equations of the first order 
perturbation of the solution. This is in fact the usual approach in the study of the 
linearized stability of shocks. We refer to Ref. 14 for a detailed description of this 
method in the scalar case and Ref. 22, 23 for more general systems of conservation 
laws in higher dimensions. Now, we can obtain formally the expansion, 

(ue, <pe) = (u, <p) + e{5u, S<p) + 0(e2). 

However, this expansion is justified only for general scalar one-dimensional conser
vation laws of the form, 

dtu + dx(f(u))=0, 

when the function / G C1 is convex. In this case, it is possible to establish a 
differentiability result of the solution u with respect to small perturbations of the 
initial datum u° and the discontinuity position ip° (see Ref. 4). This differentiability 
has been proved only in a weak sense, for more general situations, for instance in 
Ref. 7 for systems of conservation laws, or Ref. 27, for scalar equations in several 
space dimensions. 

Remark 4.4. The linearized system (4.15) has a unique solution which can be 
computed in two steps. The method of characteristics determines 5u in Q~ U Q+, 
i.e. outside E, from the initial data Su°, by the method of characteristics (note that 
system (4.15) has the same characteristics as (4.13)). This yields the value of u and 



ux to both sides of the shock £ and allows determining the coefficients of the ODE 

tha t Sip satisfies. Then, we solve the ordinary differential equation to obtain Sip. 

In this section we have assumed tha t the discontinuity of the solution of the 

Burgers equation u is present in the whole time interval t G [0, T] . It is interesting 

to note tha t discontinuities may appear at time T G (0, T) for some regular initial 

data . In this case we can obtain a generalization of (4.15), at least formally. Let us 

show a particular situation. Assume tha t u° is a regular initial da tum for which the 

weak entropy solution u of the Burgers equation has a discontinuity at x = ip(t) with 

t G [T, T]. We consider variations Su° for which the corresponding solution of (1.1) 

has also a discontinuity in the same time interval t G [T, T]. Then, the linearization 

can be done separately in t G [0, T ) and in t G [T, T]. The linearized equations in 

the last interval are similar to the ones obtained in (4.15). Concerning the interval 

[0, T ) the solution is regular and the linearization is obviously given by (4.3). The 

only issue is then how to compute the value of Sip(r) from the initial da tum Su°. 

This can be obtained by linearizing the weak formulation of the Burgers equation 

h i t G ( 0 , T ) . 

The weak solutions of the Burgers equation satisfy 

utpt dx dt — / — tpx dx dt + / u(x, T)tp(x, T ) dx 
o JK JO 2 

w°(x)V>(x,0) dx = 0, VV> G C^(R x [ 0 , T ] ) . 

The linearized weak formulation is given by, 

Sutpt dx dt — j / u5utpx dx dt + / 5U{X,T)IJ){X,T) dx 
0 JK JO JK JK 

-[U\{T)5IP{T)^{IP{T),T) - f 5u°{x)^{x,Q)dx = Q, W G C%(R x [ 0 , T ] ) . 
JK 

Taking into account tha t 5u is constant along the characteristic lines of the Burgers 

equation we easily obtain, 

Suiftt dx dt — / uSuiftx dx dt — [u ]V^SIP(T)'IP(IP(T),T) 
J D 

Jw°(x)V>(x,0) dx = 0, VV> G C^(R x [ 0 , T ] ) . (4.16) 

where D is the triangular region D G R x [0, T] occupied by the characteristics tha t 

meet at (x,t) = (<P(T),T) and DQ is D n {t = 0}. Taking, in particular, tp(x,t) = 1 

in (x,t) G D we obtain 

(5M (X) dx = —[u ]vrT\Sip(r). 
D0 



Thus, the linearized system in this case is as follows, 

dt6u +dx(u6u) =0, in Q UQ+, 

<VWMV(t) + <V0) i^p'{t)[ux\v{t) - [uxu]^)) 
< +<p'(t)[6u]v{t)-[u6u]v{t)=0, in (r,T), (4.17) 

^ 6u(x, 0) = 6u°, in x £ R. 

4.3. Sensitivity of J in the presence of shocks 

We study in this section the sensitivity of the functional J with respect to variations 
associated with the generalized tangent vectors defined in the previous section. We 
first define an appropriate generalization of the Gateaux derivative. 

Definition 4.2. (Ref. 7) Let J : LX(R) - • R be a functional and u° e LX(R) be 
Lipschitz continuous with a discontinuity at x = <p°, an initial datum for which 
the solution of (1.1) satisfies hypothesis (H). J is Gateaux differentiable at u° in 
a generalized sense if for any generalized tangent vector (Su°, Sip0) and any family 
u°'e G S„o associated to (Su°, S<p°) the following limit exists, 

5J=mnJ^-Jl«°\ 

Moreover, it depends only on (w0,^0) and (Su°,6ip°), i.e. it does not depend on 
the particular family u°'e which generates (Su°,6ip°). The limit is the generalized 
Gateux derivative of J in the direction (Su°, S<p°). 

The following result easily provides a characterization of the generalized Gateaux 
derivative of J in terms of the solution of the associated adjoint system. A similar 
result is formally obtained in Ref. 12 the context of the one-dimensional Euler 
system. In Ref. 8 it is shown how this generalization of the Gateaux derivative can 
be used to obtain suitable optimality conditions for a similar optimization problem 
but, as far as we know, it has not been used to develop a complete descent algorithm 
as in this paper. 

Proposition 4.1. The Gateaux derivative of J can be written as follows 

SJ = J p(x,0)Su°(x) dx + q(0)[u\oS<p°, (4.18) 



where the adjoint state pair (p, q) satisfies the system 

-dtp — udxp = 0, in Q U Q+, 

q(t)=p(<p(t),t), inte(0,T), 

q'(t)=0, mte (0,T), (4.19) 

p(x, T) = u{x, T) {x<^(T)}U{x>^(T)}, 

q{T) = 
\[{u{x,T)-ud)2 

'•P(T) 

'MT) 

Remark 4.5. System (4.19) has a unique solution. In fact, to solve the backwards 
system (4.19) we first define the solution q on the shock £ from the condition q' = 0, 
with the final value q(T) given in (4.19). This determines the value of p along the 
shock. We then propagate this information, together with the datum of p at time 
t = T to both sides of <p(T), by characteristics. As both systems (1.1) and (4.19) 
have the same characteristics, any point (x, ( ) e l x (0, T) is reached backwards in 
time by an unique characteristic coming either from the shock £ or the final data 
at (x, T) (see Figure 2 where we illustrate this construction in the case of a shock 
located along a straight line, as it happens to the Riemann problem). The solution 
obtained this way coincides with the reversible solutions introduced in Ref. 3 and 
4. 

t=T 

t=0 

<p(T) 

/ •* 

/ /A 
' ' '' 1 '' *' -' '/ 

/ / ,' '' J' 

is 

<p 

Fig. 2. Characteristic lines entering on a shock and how they may be used to build the solution of 
the adjoint system both away from the shock and on its region of influence. 

Remark 4.6. Note that the second third and fourth equations in (4.19) come, by 
duality, from the linearization of the Rankine-Hugoniot condition (4.12). Besides, 



they are in fact the conditions that allow us to obtain a unique solution in (4.19). 
They are needed to determine the value of p on £. 

Solutions of (4.19) can be also obtained as limit of solutions of the transport 
equation with artificial diffusion depending of a small parameter e —> 0, 

f -dtp - udxp = edxxp, in x G R, te (0, T), 
\ p ( x , T ) = ^ ( x ) , i n x G R , l " ' 

and a suitable choice of the initial data p^(x), depending on n —> oo. To be more 
precise, let p^(x) be any sequence of Lipschitz continuous functions, uniformly 
bounded in BV;oc(R), such that 

vl{x, T) -+ pT{x) = u{x, T) - ud{x), in LJoc(R), 

and 

i \(u(x,T)-ud)2] (rr. 
PnW{T),T) = — . 

Mip(T) 

We first take the limit of the solutions p e n of (4.20) as e —> 0, to obtain the solution 

Pn Of 

-dtp-udxp = 0, i n x G R , t G (0,T), 
p{x,T) = pT{x), in x G R, 

the so called reversible solution (see Ref. 3). These solutions can be characterized 
by the fact that they take the value pn(ip(T),T) in the whole region occupied by 
the characteristics that meet the shock (see Ref. 3, Th. 4.1.12). Thus, in particular 
they satisfy the 2n d , 3 r d , 4th and 6th equations in (4.19). Moreover, pn —> p as 
n —> oo, and p takes a constant value in the region occupied by the characteristics 
that meet the shock. Note that, by construction, this constant is the same value for 
all pn in this region. Thus, this limit solution p coincides with the solution of (4.19) 
constructed above. This allows in fact extending the notion of reversible solutions 
in Ref. 3 to data that on the point x(T) are completely disconnected with the values 
oip to both sides of it. This is precisely due to the point of view we have adopted in 
which the linearized state has two different components (Su, Sip) so that the adjoint 
state has also two components (p, q) with different initial data at time t = T. 

Remark 4.7. In the expression (4.18) for the derivative of J the shock of the initial 
datum u° appears. When u° does not present a shock, obviously, this term cancels 
in SJ. It is however important to note that this is compatible with the possible 
appearance of shocks for times T G (0, T). In that case this singular term does not 
affect the value of SJ apparently but in practice it does. Indeed, in this case the 
adjoint system has to be written in the form (4.19) for T < t < T and later extended 
to the time interval (0, T) as the classical adjoint system (4.5). Thus, the presence 
of the shock does affect the value of the adjoint state p at the initial time t = 0 and 
consequently, also, the value of SJ. 



The adjoint system in this case is obtained from (4.17), as in the proof of Propo
sition 4.1 below, and it is given by 

-dtp - udxp = 0, in (x, t)eRx (0, T)\E, 

WE = 0, 

q(t)=p(ip(t),t), in * E ( r , T ) , 

< q'(t) = 0, in t G ( r , T ) , 

p(x, T) = u(x, T) - ud, in {x < Lf(T)} U {x > (p(T)}. 

(4.21) 

q(T) 
_ \[{u^T)-ud)\{T) 

lU\<p(T) 

Let us briefly comment the result of Proposition 4.1 before giving its proof. 
Formula (4.18) provides an obvious way to compute a first descent direction of 

J at u°. We just take 

(Su0,6ip°) = (-p(x,0),-q(0)[u](po\ (4.22) 

Here, the value of 5<p° must be interpreted as the optimal infinitesimal displacement 
of the discontinuity of u°. 

However, it is important to underline that this (5u°, Sep0) is not a generalized 
tangent vector in Tuo since p(x,0) is not continuous away from x ^ cp0. In fact, 
p(x, t) takes the constant value q(T) in the whole triangular region occupied by 
the characteristics of (1.1) which meet the shock E. Thus, p has, in general, two 
discontinuities at the boundary of this region and so will have p(x, 0) (see Figure 
3). 

2-f 

4 0 

Fig. 3. Solution u(x,t) of the Burgers equation with an initial datum having a discontinuity (left) 
and adjoint solution which takes a constant value in the region occupied by the characteristics 
that meet the shock (right). 

This is an important drawback in developing a descent algorithm for J. Indeed, 
according to the Definition 4.1, if (5u°, Sep0) is a descent direction belonging to Tuo1 



the new datum u°'new should be obtained from u° following a path associated to 
this descent direction 

0 + eSu° - [u°]vo X[v°,v°+e5vo] if <V° > 0, 

for some e > 0 small enough, correctly chosen. Note that, if we take (4.22) as de
scent direction (Su°,6ip°), which is not a generalized tangent vector as explained 
above, the new datum u°'new will have three discontinuities; the one coming from 
the displacement of the discontinuity of u° at <p° and two more produced by the 
discontinuities of p(x,0). Thus, in an iterative process, the descent algorithm will 
create more and more discontinuities increasing artificially the complexity of solu
tions. This motivates the alternating descent method we propose that, based on 
this notion of generalized gradients, develops a descent algorithm that keeps the 
complexity of solutions bounded. This will be done in the following Section. 

We finish this section with the proof of the Proposition 4.1. 

Proof, (of Proposition 4.1) A straightforward computation shows that J is 
Gateaux differentiable in the sense of Definition 4.2 and that, the generalized 
Gateaux derivative of J in the direction of the generalized tangent vector (Su°, Sip0) 
is given by 

(u(x,T)-ud(x))2-
6J = I {u{x,T)—u {x))5u{x,T) 

J{x<v(T)}U{x>v(T)} L * iv(T) 

(4.24) 
where the pair (Su,6ip) solves the linearized problem (4.15) with initial data 
(c5w0,cV0). 

Let us now introduce the adjoint system (4.19). Multiplying the equations of 5u 
by p, and integrating yields 

0=1 (dtSu + dx(u6u))p dxdt = — (dtp + udxp)6u dx dt 
JQ-UQ+ JQ-UQ+ 

6u(x,T)p(x,T) dx — Su (x)p(x,0) dx 
{x<ip{T)}U{x>ip{T)} J{x<v°}U{x>v

0} 

/ ([Sup]snt + [u6up]snx) dY,, (4-25) 

where (nx,nt) are the cartesian components of the normal vector to the curve E. 



Therefore 

5J = 
{x<v{T)}\J{x>v{T)} 

(u(x,T)-ud(x))2 

Su(x,T)(u(x,T) —u (x)) dx 

{x<cp°}U{x>cp0} 

(u(x,T)-ud(x))2 

Scp(T) 
f{T) 

Su (x)p(x,0) dx + / ([Sup]snt + [uSup]snx) dT> 

S<P(T), (4.26) 
V{T) 

(4.27) 

Assume, that the following identity holds: 

/ ([Sup]snt + [uSup]snx) dE = / [p]s (Sunt + uSunx) dE 
JT JT 

~ / dtgV {5tp(t)[u]v{t)) dE+pT(cp(T))Scp(T)[u]v{T) 
JT 

-P(^(O),O)VMV(0), 

where g represents the average of g to both sides of the shock E, i.e. 

g(x) = — (lim g(x + ens) + lim <7(# — e^s)) , a; G E. 

Consequently, substituting (4.27) in (4.26) and taking into account the final 
condition on (p, q) at t = T in (4.19), yields 

SJ= [ Su%xM^)dx+ [[ph^nt+^nx) dZ 

dtgp(M*)MV(t)) ffi-p(#).°)V0MV(o)-

To obtain formula (4.18), the second and third terms in this expression must 
vanish. This is the case if (p, q) satisfies (4.19). This concludes the proof of Propo
sition 4.1. 

Let us now prove formula (4.27). Using the elementary identity 

we get 

[fgh = [fhg + [ghf, 

([Sup]snt + [uSup]snx) dE = I [p]s (Sunt + uSunx~j dE 
T JT, 

(4.28) 

p([Su]snt + [uSu]^nx) dE, 

and obtain the first term in the identity (4.27). We now simplify the second term: 

PdSulsnt + [uSu]-snx). (4.29) 



The cartesian components of the normal vector to Y are given by 

y/T+WW X Vl + WW 
Therefore, taking into account the second equation in system (4.15), we get 

-y '( t)Hs + M"b Msnt + [«Hs«x = , — 

Scp'(t)[u}v{t) + 6cp(t)[ftu(cp(t),t)}v{t) 

v^+ww dtg (Sip(t)[u]v{t)) 

Finally, 

p([Su]snt + [u6u]snx) dY = pdtg (S<p(t)[u]v^) dY 

dtgp (Sf(t)[u]v{t)) + pT(<p(T))S<p(T)[u]v{T) dY -p(<p(0),0)S<p°[u}v{0)a 

5. Alternating descent directions 

As we said in the end of the previous section, one of the main drawbacks of the 
continuous approach in the presence of discontinuities is that, in general, the descent 
algorithm that uses the optimal descent directions based on the generalized tangent 
vector calculus, produces minimizing sequences with increasing complexity. The 
remedy is to use true generalized tangent vectors in Tuo as descent directions for J. 

Motivated by the above reasoning we introduce a decomposition of the general
ized tangent vectors. This requires first to introduce some notation. Let 

x- = y{T) - u~{<p{T))T, x+ = y{T) - u+{<p{T))T, 

and consider the following subsets (see Figure 4), 

Q~ = {(x,t) G R x (0,T) such that x < <p(T) - u~(ip(T))t}, 

Q+ = {(x,t) G R x (0,T) such that x > <p(T) - u+{<p{T))t}. 

Proposition 5.1. Assume that we restrict the set of paths in S„o to those for which 
the associated generalized tangent vectors (Su°, Sip0) G Tuo satisfy, 

r ° su° + r0
+ su° 

<V° = — — - ^ . (5.1) 



t=T <P(D 

Fig. 4. Sub-domains Q and Q^ 

Then, the solution (Su,Sip) of system (4-15) satisfies 5ip{T) = 0 and the generalized 

Gateaux derivative of J in the direction (Su°,Sip°) can be written as 

5 J = I p(x,0)Su (x) dx, 
'{x<x~}U{x>x+} 

where p satisfies the system 

-dtp - udxp = 0, 

p(x, T) = u{x, T) 

inQ- U Q + , 

ud, in {x <ip(T)}U{x > <p(T)}. 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

Analogously, if we restrict the set of paths in S„o to those for which the associated 

generalized tangent vectors (5u°,5<p°) G Tuo satisfy Su° = 0, then Su(x,T) = 0 and 

the generalized Gateaux derivative of J in the direction (5u°,5<p°) can be written as 

5J = 
( « ( X , T ) - M d ( x ) ) 2 [v\o 

o{T) H-iT)]<f(T) <v° (5.4) 

R e m a r k 5 .1 . Formula (5.2) establishes a simplified expression for the generalized 

Gateaux derivative of J when considering directions (Su°, Sip0) tha t do not move the 

shock position at t = T. These directions are characterized by formula (5.1) which 

determines the infinitesimal displacement of the shock position Sip0 in terms of the 

variation of u° to both sides of x = ip°. Note, in particular, tha t to any value 5u° 

to both sides of the j u m p ip°, an unique infinitesimal translation Sip0 corresponds 

of the initial shock position tha t does not move the shock at t = T. 

Note also tha t system (5.3) does not allow to determine the function p outside 

the region Q~ U Q+, i.e. in the region under the influence of the shock by the 

characteristic lines emanating from it. However the value of p in this region is not 

required to evaluate the generalized Gateaux derivative in (5.2). 



Analogously formula (5.4) provides a simplified expression of the generalized 
Gateaux derivative of J when considering directions (6u°, Sip0) that uniquely move 
the shock position at t = T and which correspond to purely translating the shock. 

Let us briefly explain the main interest of Proposition 5.1 before giving its 
proof. The results in Proposition 5.1 suggest the following decomposition of the set 
of generalized tangent vectors: 

T„o=T„1„eT„1„, (5.5) 

where T1
0 contains those (6u°, S<p°) for which identity (5.1) holds, and T2

0 the ones 
for which Su° = 0. This provides two classes of descent directions for J at u°. In 
principle they are not optimal in the sense that they are not the steepest descent 
directions but they both have three important properties: 

(1) They both are descent directions. 
(2) They allow to split the design of the profile and the shock location. 
(3) They are true generalized gradients and therefore keep the structure of the data 

without increasing its complexity. 

When considering generalized tangent vectors belonging to T^0 we can choose 
as descent direction, 

5u{} 

•p{x, 0) if x < x , 

l imx^x- p(x, 0) if x~ < x < <p°, 

limx^x+ p(x, 0) if <p° < x < x+, 

if x^ 

<v° 
j:-p(x,o)+roP(x,o) 

-p{x,0) 

while for T2
0 a good choice is: 

Su° = 0, Sep0 = 

< x, 

(u(x,T) -ud(x))'2 
[u(;T)]<p(T) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 
* J <p(T) L" if' 

In (5.6) the value of 5u° in the interval (x~,x+) does not affect the generalized 
Gateaux derivative in (5.2) under the condition that S<p° is chosen exactly as indi
cated (otherwise the shock would move and this would produce an extra term on 
the derivative of the functional J). We have chosen the simplest constant value that 
preserves the Lipschitz continuity of Su° at x = x~ and x = x+, but not necessarily 
at x = <p°. Other choices would also provide descent directions for J at u°, but 
would yield the same Gateaux derivative according to (5.2). 

This allows us to define a strategy to obtain descent directions for J at u° in 
Tuo. 

To illustrate this we consider the simplest case in which 

ud is Lipschitz continuous with a discontinuity at x = xd. (5-8) 

To initialize the descent algorithm, in view of the structure of ud we choose 
u° with a similar structure, with a single discontinuity located at <p°. Typically 



this produces a solution u with a shock discontinuity that at the final time t = T is 
located at <p(T). Then, there are two possibilities depending on <p(T) before applying 
the descent method: 

(1) <p(T) y^ xd. Then, we consider a descent direction of the form (5.7) that will 
move the discontinuity of u° until we have xd = <p(T). 

(2) We already have xd = <p(T) and we consider descent directions of the form 
(5.6). To first order, these directions will not move the value of <p at t = T. 

In practice, the deformations of the second step will slightly move the position of 
the shock because of its nonlinear dependence on the parameter e. Thus, one has to 
iterate this procedure to assure a simultaneous better placement of the shock and 
a better fitting of the value of the solution away from it. 

In the next section we explain how to implement a descent algorithm following 
these ideas that, of course, can also be used in the case where the number of shocks 
of u° and ud is not necessarily one, or the same. 

Proof, (of Proposition 5.1) Assume that (Su°, Sip0) is a generalized tangent vector 
for which the solution of (4.19) satisfies S<p(T) = 0. The first equation in (4.15) can 
be written as 

divtx(6u,u6u) = 0. 

Thus, integrating this equation over the triangle Q~\Q~ and using the divergence 
theorem we obtain 

0 = — / Su dx + / (Su, uSu) • n ds, 
Jx- JT, 

where n is the normal vector to £. Of course we obtain an analogous formula if we 
integrate over Q+\Q+ • Combining these two identities and (4.30), we have 

+ o 

Su dx + / 5u dx = — ([5u], [uSu]) • n ds = — / dtg(Sip[u]s) ds 
' Jx- JT, JT, 

= <V(°)Mv(o), 

and therefore we obtain the characterization (5.1). 
Now we prove formula (5.3). We follow the argument in the proof of Proposition 

4.1. Since S<p(T) = 0, in this case, formula (4.24) is reduced to 

6J = J (u(x,T) -ud(x))Su(x,T). (5.9) 
J{x<v(T)}U{x>v(T)} 

When multiplying the equations of Su by the solution p of (5.3) and integrating, 
this time over Q~ U Q+, we easily obtain (5.3). • 



6. Numerical approximation of the descent direction 

We have computed the gradient of the continuous functional J in several cases (u 
smooth and having shock discontinuities) but, in practice, one has to look for descent 
directions for the discrete functional J A- In this section we discuss the various 
possibilities for searching them. There are several possibilities which are based on 
the approach chosen (continuous versus discrete) and the degree of sophistication 
adopted. 

We consider the following possibilities: 

• The discrete approach: differentiable schemes. 
• The discrete approach: non-differentiable schemes. 
• The continuous approach: Internal boundary conditions on the shock. 
• The continuous approach: The alternating descent method. 

The last one is the new method we propose in this article. 
In the following Section we present some numerical experiments that allow us 

to easily compare the efficiency of each method. As we shall see, the alternating de
scent method we propose, alternating the generalized tangent vectors to sometimes 
move the shock and some others correct the profile to both sides of it, is supe
rior in several ways. It avoids the drawbacks of the other methods related either 
to the inefficiency of the differentiable methods to capture shocks, the difficulty 
of dealing with non-differentiable schemes and the uncertainty of using "pseudo-
linearizations" , or the difficulty to efficiently impose internal boundary conditions 
in practice. As a consequence of this, the method we propose is much more robust 
and the functional decreases in a much more efficient way in a significantly smaller 
number of iterations. 

The rest of this section is divided as follows: we first compute the gradient 
of the discrete cost functional when the numerical scheme chosen to approximate 
the Burgers equation is differentiable. When the numerical scheme is not differen
tiable the gradient of the cost functional is not well-defined and a descent direction 
must be computed in a different way. In the second subsection we present an alter
native method which consists roughly in computing a subgradient of the discrete 
functional. The last two subsections contain methods based on the continuous ap
proach. More precisely, the third one describes the a priori more natural method 
based on the discretization of the continuous gradient while the fourth subsection is 
devoted to the new method introduced in this work in which we consider a suitable 
decomposition of the generalized tangent vectors. 

We do not address here the convergence of these algorithms, but, in the present 
case, and taking into account that when dealing with the discrete functional JA 
the number of control parameters is finite, one could prove convergence by using 
LaSalle's invariance principle and the cost functional as Lyapunov functional. 



6.1. The discrete approach: Differentiable numerical schemes 

Computing the gradient of the discrete functional J A requires computing one deriv
ative of JA with respect to each node of the mesh. This can be done in a cheaper 
way using the adjoint state. We illustrate it on two different numerical schemes: 
Lax-Friedrichs and Engquist-Osher. Note that both schemes satisfy the hypotheses 
of Theorem 3.1 and therefore the numerical minimizers are good approximations 
of minimizers of the continuous problem. However, as the discrete functionals JA 
are not necessarily convex the gradient methods could possibly provide sequences 
that do not converge to a global minimizer of J A • But this drawback and difficulty 
appears in most applications of descent methods in optimal design and control 
problems. As we will see, in the present context, the approximations obtained by 
gradient methods are satisfactory, although convergence is slow due to unnecessary 
oscillations that the descent method introduces. 

Computing the gradient of J A , rigoroulsy speaking, requires the numerical 
scheme (3.3) under consideration to be differentiable and, often, this is not the 
case. To be more precise, for the Burgers equation (1.1) we can choose several 
efficient methods which are differentiable (as the Lax-Friedrichs and the Engquist-
Osher one) but this is not the situation for general systems of conservation laws 
in higher dimensions, as Euler equations. For such complex systems the efficient 
methods, as Godunov, Roe, etc., are not differentiable (see, for example Ref. 17 or 
Ref. 21) thus making the approach in this section useless. 

We observe that when the 3-point conservative numerical approximation scheme 
(3.3) used to approximate the Burgers equation (1.1) has a differentiable numerical 
flux function g, then the linearization is easy to compute. We obtain 

Sul+1 = Su7 ~ A ( 9 < + i / 2 S n + ^ i / 2 < K + i " ^ - i / 2 S n - i " 92g^1/2Su^ 
= 0, 

jeZ, n = 0,...,N. 
(6.1) 

In view of this, the discrete adjoint system can also be written for any differentiable 
flux function g: 

'P]=p]+1+X(dig-+1/2(P-+I -p^)+d2gn_i/2(pn+l _ p n + l ) ) 

.pf+1=PJ, J ^ , n = 0,...,N. 
(6.2) 

In fact, when multiplying the equations in (6.1) by p"+ and adding in j G Z and 
n = 0, ...,N, the following identity is easily obtained, 

AxJ2pJSuf+1 = Ax^ppu?. (6.3) 

This is the discrete version of formula (4.6) which allows us to simplify the derivative 
of the discrete cost functional. 



Thus, for any variation SuA G Uad,A °f uAi the Gateaux derivative of the cost 
functional defined in (3.1) is given by 

SJA = Ax J2(uf+1 ~ u^Suf +1> (6-4) 

where (5M™ solves the linearized system (6.1). If we consider p" the solution of (6.2) 
with final datum 

pj = uf+1-u^ jeZ, (6.5) 

then SJA in (6.4) can be written as, 

SJA=AXJ2P°JSUI (6-6) 
jez 

and this allows to obtain easily the steepest descent direction for JA by considering 

Su°A = -p°A. (6.7) 

We now present two particular examples. Let us consider first the Lax-Priedrichs 
scheme: 

< At ^ 2Aa; ~ U> n — V,...,l\, (6.8) 

[u? =u0,j, j e Z, 

where / (s) = s2/2. The numerical scheme (6.8) can be written in conservation 
form with the numerical flux given in (3.6). Moreover, it satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 3.1, under the Courant-Priedrichs-Levy (CFL) condition A|maxw°| < 1, 
and it is differentiable. 

For any variation SuA G Uad,A of uA, the Gateaux derivative of the cost func
tional is given by (6.6) where the values p" satisfy the adjoint system, 

~ AT + » " ' " 2 A ' , + 1 =°> n = 0,...,N, (6.9) 

withPJ = (uf+1-u^eUad!A,. 
Note that, formally, (6.9) is in fact the Lax-Friedrichs numerical scheme applied 

to the continuous adjoint system (4.5). 
The Engquist-Osher scheme can be treated similarly. In this case the numerical 

flux is given by (3.7) and we get the adjoint system 

/p?=pri+A(^^(P^-^)+^^i(pri-^i1))=o, (610) 
\pf+1=PJ, jeZ, n = 0,...,N. 
The derivative SJA is given again by (6.6) and the steepest descent direction is 

(6.7) where, now, p solves (6.10). 
We observe that (6.10) is the upwind method for the continuous adjoint system. 

Thus, this is another case in which the adjoint of the discretization corresponds to 
a well-known discretization of the adjoint problem. 



Remark 6.1. We do not address here the problem of the convergence of these 
adjoint schemes towards the solutions of the continuous adjoint system. Of course, 
this is an easy matter when u is smooth but is is far from being trivial when u 
has shock discontinuities. Whether or not these discrete adjoint systems, as A —> 0, 
allow reconstructing the complete adjoint system, with the inner Dirichlet condition 
along the shock, constitutes an interesting problem for future research. We refer to 
Ref. 18 for preliminary work on this direction. 

6.2. The discrete approach: Non-differentiable numerical schemes 

We describe here the most common method to compute "gradients" of functionals 
when the underlying numerical scheme used to approximate the flow equations is 
non-differentiable (see for example Ref. 14 where this method is used in the context 
of linearized stability). To illustrate this method we focus on the Roe scheme which 
is one of the most popular ones to approximate solutions of conservation laws. 

In the particular case of the Burgers equation under consideration Roe's scheme 
coincides with Godunov's one and therefore Theorem 3.1 applies. 

However, Roe's scheme is not monotone for general fluxes / and it is well-known 
that this scheme admits entropy violating discontinuities (see Ref. 15). Therefore, 
convergence of discrete minimizers towards continuous ones can not be guaranteed 
for more general fluxes. 

The scheme can be modified to obtain the conservation of entropy (see Ref. 15 
for the Harten and Hyman modification) but we will not consider this modification 
here (which is still non-differentiable) since we are mainly interested in the issue of 
"linearizing" non-differentiable schemes. 

The Roe scheme for a general conservation law, 

dtu + dxf(u) = 0, 

is a 3-point conservative scheme of the form (3.3) with numerical flux, 

gR(u,v) =l-{f{u) + f(v) -\A(u,v)\(v -u)), 

where the matrix A(u, v) is a Roe linearization which is an approximation of / ' (see, 
for example, Ref. 14). In the scalar case under consideration f(u) = w2/2 and 

f /(«)-/(») = u±v [fu^v 

A(u,v) = < «-•" . 2 ' r ' 
I / \u) = u, if u = v . 

Note that the previous scheme is not differentiable, in general, due to the pres
ence of the absolute value of A in gR. Thus, we cannot linearize this system and 
obtain its adjoint, in a rigorous sense. 

In Ref. 14 the following scheme is proposed for the linearization 

Su]+1 = Su] - \(h]+1/2 - hr;_1/2), j e Z , n = 0,...,N, (6.11) 



where 

fe"+i/2 = h(u],u]+1;Su],Su]+ i;> 

h(u, v;w,z) = - (A(u, v)(w + z) — \A[u, v)\(z — w)). (6-12) 

Equation (6.12) is in fact an approximation of the natural choice h(u,v;w,z) = 

~du~w ~l—Jtrz> w n e r e -^ is approximated by the Roe linearization A(u,v), and 
the non-differentiable term |A(w,-y)| in (6.11) is assumed to have zero derivative. 
This last assumption could be formally interpreted as a particular choice of the 
subgradient of the absolute value function a(x) = \x\ at x = 0. 

In this way 

h"+1/2 = ^ (Aj+1/2(6v% + 5un
j+1) - \Aj+1/2\{5un

j+1 - (5M™)) , 

Aj+1/2 =A(u],u]+1). 

The corresponding adjoint system to the linearized equations (6.11) is given by 

^ = ^ + 1 + A ( a ™ ( ^ + 1
1 - ^ + 1 ) + / 3 ™ ( ^ + 1 - ^ + 1

1 ) ) , n = 0,...,N, 

where 

1, . , . „ 1 
a A (Aj+1/2 + \Aj+1/2\), /3™ = =(Aj+1/2 - \Aj+1/2\). 

In fact, multiplying the equations in (6.11) by p"+ and adding in j € Z and 
n = 0,..., N we obtain: 

N 

° = J2J2 ( s n + 1 - *«" + A (^ + 1 / 2 - ^- i / 2 ) ) p]+1 

j£Zn=0 

N 

j £ Z n = 0 

+ E *<+VT+1 - E *#>? = E sw+Vf+1 - E *#>?• (6-14) 
jez jez jez jez 

To obtain (6.14) we have used the following identity: 

2 
jez jez 
E ^ i ^ r 1 = E ^+I /2 (K+K+IK + I 

jez 

- E ^ ^ + v 2 l ( ^ " + i - K K + 1 

jez 

E ^(^•+i /2Pr 1+Aj-i /^s-
z 

E|d^-V2b"+i - |AJ+1/2|0<S", 

jez 

2 V 

j e z 



and an analogous one for the term X^ez ^-i /2-P?+ • 
Then, as for differentiable schemes, formula (6.14) allows to simplify the "deriv

ative" SJA which is formally written as (6.6). Thus, a tentative descent direction 
for JA is given by (6.7), where p" is the solution of the adjoint system (6.13) with 
final datum pf+1 = uf+1 - ud

r 

The above computation does not provide the gradient of the discrete functional, 
which is non-differentiable in this case. But the value obtained through this com
putation could be used as an alternative "descent direction" in a gradient-type 
algorithm. 

Note that the approach of using "pseudogradients" we have presented here is a 
common practice in optimal design in aeronautics where efficient solvers are often 
non differentiable (see Ref. 25). 

6.3. The continuous approach: Internal boundary condition on the 
shock 

This method is based on the result stated in Proposition 4.1 indicating that the 
sensitivity of the functional is obtained by approximating (—p(x,0),—q(0)[u]vo). 
We recall that the continuous adjoint system is well-posed and its solution can be 
obtained in two steps. We first obtain the value of p on the shock ip of u from the 
differential equation q'(t) = 0 and the end condition on q(T). Note that, in our case, 
p takes the constant value q(T) along the shock £. Then we solve backwards the 
adjoint equation taking into account both the value of p at t = T and the value of 
p on the shock. 

At the numerical level we can proceed similarly distinguishing the computation 
of the discrete adjoint state in the region of influence of the shock and away of 
it. We first introduce a suitable discretization of the adjoint equation in the whole 
domain (for instance by taking the adjoint of a linearizable numerical scheme), that 
we solve. This gives an approximation of the adjoint state away from the influence 
region of the shock. We then determine the value of j n which corresponds to the 
nearest grid point x = Xjn to the shock position at t = tn, and impose p"^ = q(T) 
for this particular j n . Finally, we take p" to coincide with p"^ in all the influence 
region of the shock. 

In this way we get a descent direction of the form 

(Su0
j,S^) = (-p°j,-q

0[u%o). (6.15) 

In particular, the second value must be interpreted as a displacement of the position 
of the discontinuity of u°. Note that this interpretation is formal at the continuous 
level since formula (4.23) was derived for generalized tangent vectors, which is not 
the case here, as discussed after the statement of Proposition 4.1. 

To be more precise, we now describe how to obtain a new initial datum out of 
the previous one within the descent iteration, in view of the approximation above 
of the gradients. 



For example, if dip > 0, one can choose 

o,new _ lu°j+ eSup i f 3 < f° o r 3 > f° + £d<p°/Ax, 
Uj ~ { M° + eSv° + [u%o, if ip° < j < <p° + eS^0/Ax. 

The main drawbacks of this approach are the following: 

(1) At any step of the descent algorithm, a numerical approximation of the position 
of the shock is required. 

(2) The pair (p(x,0), </(())) is not a generalized tangent vector and, as discussed 
after the statement of Proposition 4.1, an iterative gradient method based on 
these ideas generates increasingly complex initial data. Numerical experiments 
confirm that this actually occurs. 

(3) A pure displacement of the discontinuity will never be a descent direction com
puted by this method. Indeed, a generalized vector of the form (0, a) which 
only moves the shock, i.e. with vanishing first component, cannot be obtained 
as (p(x,0), </(())) for any solution of (4.19). In fact, if p(x, 0) = 0 then </(0) = 0, 
since p(x, T) = q(T) = </(0) in the whole region occupied by the characteristics 
of u that meet £. 

6.4. The alternating descent method 

Here we propose a new method suggested by the results in Proposition 5.1 and the 
discussion thereafter. We shall refer to this new method as the alternating descent 
method. 

In order to illustrate how the method can be implemented, we assume that 
we have a final target ud which is Lipschitz continuous function with a single dis
continuity at x = XT with negative jump, i.e. [w^]^ < 0, to guarantee that this 
discontinuity can be generated by the solution at t = T of (1.1) for some solution 
u having a shock. To initialize the iterative descent method we choose an initial 
datum u° in such a way that the solution at time t = T has a profile similar to 
ud, i.e., it is a Lipschitz continuous function with a single continuity of negative 
jump, located on an arbitrary point i e l . The main idea now is to approximate 
a minimizer of J alternating the following two steps: first we perturb the initial 
datum u° by simply moving the discontinuity of the solution u of (1.1) at time 
t = T, regardless of its value to both sides of the discontinuity. Once this is done we 
perturb the resulting u° without altering the position of the discontinuity ofu(x, T). 
This is done by decomposing the set of generalized tangent vectors associated to u° 
into the two subsets introduced in (5.5) considering alternatively (5.6) and (5.7) as 
descent directions. 

More precisely, for a given initialization of u° as above, in each step of the 
descent iteration process we proceed in the following two sub-steps: 

(1) Compute (5.7) and find the optimal step size e for which this datum must 
be modified in the direction given by (5.7). This involves a one-dimensional 



optimization problem that we can solve with a classical method (bisection, 
Armijo's rule, etc.). In this way we obtain the best location of the discontinuity 
for this u°. 

(2) We then use the descent direction (5.6) to modify the value of the solution at 
time t = T to both sides of the discontinuity. Here, we can again estimate the 
step size by solving a one-dimensional optimization problem or simply take a 
constant step size. 

The main advantage of this method is that for an initial datum u° with a single 
discontinuity, the assumption (5.8) holds and the descent directions are generalized 
tangent vectors, i.e. they introduce Lipschitz continuous variations of u° to both 
sides of the discontinuity and a displacement of the shock position. In this way, 
the new datum obtained modifying the old one, in the direction of this generalized 
tangent vector, will have again a single discontinuity. Therefore, the iterative op
timization process will not introduce new discontinuities in u°, as in the previous 
method. 

We have presented here the method in the particular case in which both the 
target ud and the initial datum u° that initializes the process have one single shock 
discontinuity. But these ideas can be applied in a much more general context in 
which the number of shocks does not necessarily coincide. Indeed, as we shall see 
in various numerical experiments, this method is able both to generate shocks and 
to destroy them, if any of these facts contributes to the decrease of the functional. 

This method is in some sense close to those employed in shape design in elasticity 
in which topological derivatives (that in the present setting would correspond to 
controlling the location of the shock) are combined with classical shape deformations 
(that would correspond to simply shaping the solution away form the shock in the 
present setting) (Ref. 11). 

7. Numerical experiments 

In this section we present some numerical experiments which illustrate the results 
obtained in an optimization model problem with each one of the numerical methods 
described in the previous section. 

We have chosen as computational domain the interval (—4, 4) and we have taken 
as boundary conditions in (1.1), at each time step t = tn, the value of the initial 
data at the boundary. This can be justified if we assume that the initial datum u° is 
constant in a sufficiently large inner neighborhood of the boundary x = ±4 (which 
depends on the size of the L°°-norm of the data under consideration and the time 
horizon T), due to the finite speed of propagation. A similar procedure is employed 
for the adjoint equation. 

We underline once more that the solutions obtained with each method may 
correspond to global minima or local ones since the gradient algorithm does not 
distinguish them. 



Experiment 1. We first consider a piece wise constant target profile ud given 

by 

1 if x < 0, 
Oif x > 0 , 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

and the time T = 1. Note that in this case one solution of the optimization problem 
is obviously given by 

1 if x < - 1 / 2 , 

k0 if x > 0 . 

This means that the optimal value w°>mm can be attained and the minimum value 
of J in this case is zero. 

We solve the optimization problem (3.5) with the above described different meth
ods starting from the following initialization for u°: 

2 if x < 1/4, 
0 if x > 1/4. 

which also has a discontinuity but located on a different point. 
To compare the efficiency of the different methods we consider a fixed Ax > 0, 

A = At/Ax = 1/2 and we focus on the number of iterations for each method to 
attain a prescribed value of the functional. In Table 1 we give these values when 
the spatial discretization parameter is Ax = 1/20 and Ax = 1/80 respectively. 

(7.3) 

log(JA) 
Lax-Friedrichs 
Engquist- Osher 
Roe 
Imposing b.c. 
Alternating descent 

- 3 

14 
26 
18 
5 
3 

- 4 

39 
85 
33 
6 
3 

- 5 

> 1000 
288 
54 
9 
3 

- 6 

> 1000 
114 
21 

Not attained 

- 7 

> 1000 
> 1000 

log(JA) 
Lax-Friedrichs 
Engquist- Osher 
Roe 
Imposing b.c. 
Alternating descent 

- 3 

15 
115 
185 
5 
3 

- 4 

49 
673 

> 1000 
6 
3 

- 5 

> 1000 
> 1000 

52 
3 

- 6 

440 
3 

- 7 

> 1000 
Not attained 

Table 1. Experiment 1. Number of iterations needed for a descent algorithm to obtain the value 
of log( J&) indicated in the upper row, by the different methods presented above. The upper table 
corresponds to Ax = 1/20 and the lower one to Ax = 1/80. In both cases A = At/Ax = 1/2. 

In Figure 5 we show the initial data u° obtained with the different methods 
after 30 iterations for Ax = 1/20 and in Figure 6 the value of the functional one 
achieves, with Ax = 1/20 and Ax = 1/80. In both cases A = At/Ax = 1/2. 



We observe the following: 

(1) In Figure 5, we see that the different numerical approximation and descent 
methods lead to different solutions. 
Obviously, the final output of the descent algorithm may also depend on the 
initialization u°. This will be discussed in another experiment later. In this one 
the initialization is the same for all the five methods under consideration. 

(2) For the first four methods the initial datum u° we obtain after the iteration 
process presents strong oscillations. That is not the case for the method we have 
developed in this article based on alternating descent directions. Note that, 
actually, the highest oscillations are produced when using the Lax-Friedrichs 
scheme, which is the most dissipative one. 

(3) In Figure 6 and Table 1 we see that the numerical methods that ignore the 
presence of the shock (Lax-Friedrichs, Engquist-Osher and Roe) descend more 
slowly than those that take into account the sensitivity with respect to the shock 
position (by imposing the boundary condition on the shock or the alternating 
descent method). 

(4) For fixed Ax the alternating descent method stabilizes quickly in a few iter
ations. This is due to the fact that the descent direction is computed for the 
continuous system and not for the discrete one, and therefore Ax needs to be 
small for that computation to be valid at the discrete level as well. 

(5) For smaller values of Ax the only method that remains effective is the alter
nating descent method. The other methods descent more slowly. 

Experiment 2. We consider the same target ud as in the previous experiment 
but with different initial data. We see that different initialization functions u°, with 
more or less discontinuities, do not alter the efficiency of the alternating descent 
method. The numerical results are presented in Figure 7. 

Experiment 3. We now consider a piecewise constant target profile ud with 
two discontinuities: 

1 if x < - 1 / 4 , 
1/2 if - 1/4 < x < 3/2, (7.4) 
0 if x > 3/2, 

and the time T = 1. 
We solve the optimization problem (3.5) with the above described methods 

starting from the following initial datum 

( 2 if x < 0 , 
u° = < 1/2 if 0 <x < 2, (7.5) 

t 0 if x >0. 
which also has two discontinuities, as the target. 

The conclusions are similar to those of the first experiment. 

u 
d 



Initial datum after 30 iterations 
Initialization initial datum 
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Fig. 5. Experiment 1. Initialization (dashed line) and initial data obtained after 30 iterations 
(solid line) with Lax-Friedrichs (upper left) , Engquist-Osher (upper right), Roe (middle left), 
the continuous approach imposing a boundary condition on the shock (middle right) and the 
alternating descent method (lower left). A minimizer u° of the continuous functional is given in 
the lower right figure. 

In Table 2 we give the number of iterations for each method to attain a prescribed 
value of the functional when the spatial discretization parameter is Ax = 1/20 and 
A = At/Ax = 1/2. The solutions obtained after 30 iterations of each method are 
given in Figure 8. Of course, as in the first experiment, the alternating descent 
method becomes much more efficient for lower values of Ax. 
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Fig. 6. Experiment f. Log of the value of the functional versus the number of iterations in the de
scent algorithm for the Lax-Friedrichs, Engquist-Osher and Roe schemes, the continuous approach 
imposing the internal boundary condition on the shock and the alternating descent method pro
posed in this article. The upper figure corresponds to Ax = 1/20 and the lower one to Ax = 1/80. 
We see that the last method stabilizes in a few iterations and it is much more efficient when 
considering small enough values of Ax in order to be able to resolve the shock sufficiently well. 

Experiment 4. We now consider a piecewise constant target profile u with a 
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Fig. 7. Experiment 2. The four upper figures and the lower left one show the initial data obtained 
once the descent iteration stops (solid) with different initialization functions u° (dashed) with 
the alternating descent method proposed in this article. In the lower right figure, we plot the 
target ud(x) and the solution u(x,T) (here T = 1) corresponding to the initial datum u° obtained 
after the optimization iteration in the last case. The function u(x, T) one obtains for the other 
initializations is very similar to this one. In this experiment Ax = 1/20 and A = At/Ax = 1/2. 

discontinuity with positive jump: 

f 1/2 if x < 1/4, 
\ 1 if x > 1/4, 

(7.6) 

and the time T = 1. 



log(JA) 
Lax-Friedrichs 
Engquist-Osher 
Roe 
Imposing b.c. 
Alternating descent 

- 3 

5 
5 
4 
3 
3 

- 4 

8 
17 
6 
5 
4 

- 5 

30 
54 
13 
16 
4 

- 6 

> 1000 
> 1000 

34 
55 
4 

- 7 

101 
> 1000 

Not attained 

log(JA) 
Lax-Friedrichs 
Engquist- Osher 
Roe 
Imposing b.c. 
Alternating descent 

- 3 

6 
10 
20 
8 
3 

- 4 

10 
235 

Not attained 
Not attained 

4 

- 5 

270 
> 1000 

4 

- 6 

> 1000 

5 

- 7 

Not attained 

Table 2. Experiment 3. Number of iterations needed for a descent algorithm to obtain the value 
of log(J^) indicated in the upper row, when considering the different descent strategies. Here 
Ax = 1/20 in the upper table and Ax = 1/80 in the lower one. In both cases A = At/Ax = 1/2. 

We observe that the alternating descent method yields the same values as the 
other methods but in less iterations (see Figures 9 and 10). 

8. Numerical algorithms 

In this section we briefly describe the algorithms we have used to implement the 
various numerical methods. 

We first consider the discrete approach. The algorithm is the same for both 
differentiable and non-differentiable schemes and uses a constant descent step. Of 
course, when the numerical scheme is not differentiable one has to choose a suitable 
pseudo-linearization of the numerical flux for the algorithm to make sense, as we 
have described in the context of Roe's scheme. 

Algorithm 1: solve Burgers eq. with initial datum {M°}^= 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

input Ax, At, {W°}J=I,...,AT 

set A = At/Ax 
for n = 0(1) M — 1 repeat 

set w™+1 = ul un
N

+1 = u% 
for j = 2(1)N — 1 repeat 

set w™+1 = M™ + \(g(u™ 
end 

end 

,N 

J'j+1/ • » ( < - ! , < ) ) 

Ktf=fc n=l, . . . ,M 
N 
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Fig. 8. Experiment 3. Initialization (dashed line) and initial data obtained after 30 iterations 
(solid line) with Lax-Friedrichs (upper left) , Engquist-Osher (upper right), Roe (middle left), 
the continuous approach imposing a boundary condition on the shock (middle right) and the 
alternating descent method (lower left). A minimizer u° of the continuous functional is given in 
the lower right figure. 

Line Comments 
2 A satisfies the CFL condition. 
6 g is the numerical convective flux. 

Algorithm 2: solve adjoint eq. with final datum {pJ}j=i,...,N^ {P°j}j=i ,iV 
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Fig. 9. Experiment 4. Initial datum obtained after 30 iterations with the Lax-Friedrichs (upper left), 
Engquist-Osher (upper right), Roe schemes (medium left), imposing internal boundary conditions 
(medium right) and the alternating descent method (lower left). In the lower right figure there 
are both the target ud given in (7.6) (dashed) and the solution of the Burgers equation u at time 
t = T = 1 with the initial datum obtained after optimization with the alternating descent method 
(solid). 
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Fig. 10. Experiment 4. Log of the value of the functional versus the number of iterations in 
the descent algorithm for the Lax-Friedrichs, Engquist-Osher, Roe schemes, imposing internal 
boundary conditions and the alternating descent method we propose. Note that, in this case, no 
shocks are involved and therefore the Engquist-Osher scheme and the continuous method imposing 
the boundary conditions coincide. Here the upper figure corresponds to Ax = 1/20 and the lower 
one to Ax = 1/40. In both cases A = At/Ax = 1/2. 

1 
2 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

input Ax, At, {u"}j=iy,,,yN 
set A = At/Ax 
for n = 0(1)M repea t 

s e t ^ r 1 ^ . ^ - 1 ^ . 
for j = 2(1)N — 1 repeat 

set p]-1 = V
n

3 + X(d1g(u]-\u^l) * (p? 

+92<?K:1
1,«r1)*(Pi-i-p")) 

end 
end 

U3 + l> 



N 

0\k _^ f„,n\n=l,...,M 

Line Comments 

2 A satisfies the CFL condition. 

6 g is the numerical convective flux. 

Algorithm 3: Discrete approach 

S T E P 0: initialization 
1 input Ax, At, {W°}J=I,. . . ,AT, {ud}j=i. 

2 se t A = At/Ax 

3 so lve Burgers eq. with initial da tum {u^}^=1 N —> {u"}j=1 N 

4 for j = 1(1) N r e p e a t 

5 set pj = uf -u*,pf =pj 
6 e n d 

7 so lve adjoint eq. with final da tum {pf}j=i,...,N—> {P°J}J=I,...,N 

S T E P 1: optimization loop 
1 input e 

2 for k = 0 ,1 , . . .repeat 

3 so lve Burgers eq. with initial da tum {«?}?=i ^ —> { M ?}?=i ' ' 'V 
4 for j = 1(1) N r e p e a t 

set, r T — " ' M — "'d 

6 e n d 
5 se t pj = Uj — Uj 

,N 7 so lve adjoint eq. with final da tum {PJ}J=I,...,N —• {Pj}j=i, 

8 se t gk = {p°}j=i,...,N, 
9 c o m p u t e ak 

10 se t {u%±l...,N = {«°}* = I , . . . ,AT - «fc * fffc 
11 e n d unti l ||<?fc+i|| < e 

Line Comments 

1 e is the tolerance. 

9 Compute the descent step ak arg min. J ( { M ^ } ^ = 1 W — ak * gk) • 

11 11 • 11 is the Euclidean norm in MN. 

We now consider the continuous approach, imposing the internal conditions 

along the shock. In this case the algorithm must be slightly modified in order to 

take into account the presence of discontinuities. Thus we first describe a subrou

tine to find the "discontinuities" of a vector {WJ}J=I,...,AT based on a shift condition. 

Roughly, we introduce two parameters a and p and we look for the indexes j where 

I 1 > P-

To simplify the presentation we consider the case in which only one discontinuity 

is relevant in the numerical experiment, tha t we identify on the discrete vector by 

the criterium above. 



Algorithm 4-' solve jump({wj}j= i jv ' , Ax) —> (index, uieft,urig^t) 

1 input sh, js, {uj}j=i,...,N, Ax 
2 set a = WT{sh/Ax) 
3 set max = argmaXj(wj_a — v>j+a)/ XBS(v>j-a) 
4 if max > js then 
5 set index = max 

0 Set) Uleft ^lj —index, bright ^Ij-^index 

7 end 

Line Comments 
1 sh is the shift parameter and js the jump sensibility parameter 

The complete algorithm is now as follows: 

Algorithm 5: Continuous approach: interior conditions on the shock 

STEP 0: initialization 
1 input Ax, At, {wd}j=i,...,Ar, {W°}J=I,...,AT 

2 solve iump({u°bj}j=li...iN, Ax) - • (indexobi ,ulobi ,urobi) 
3 solve jump({M^}j=ii...ijv", Ax) —> (index0, ul°,ur°) 
4 solve Burgers eq. with initial datum {M?}^= 1 W ~~* {w?}?=i' "W 
5 solve jump({M^f}j=ii...ijv", Ax) —> (indexT, ulT, urT) 

! Shock position at £ = T 
6 for j = 1(1) N repeat 
7 set pj = uf - ud

p pf = pj 
8 end 
9 set qT = ((urT - urobi)2/2 - (ulT - ulobi)2/2)/(urT - ulT) 
10 solve adjoint eq. with final datum {PJ}J=I,...,N —> {P'J}J=I,...,N 

11 for j = index0 - INT(w/T * T)(l)index° - INT(wrT * T) repeat 
12 p° = qT 

13 end 
14 set (gu g2) = {{p%=i,...,N, qT/(ur° - uf)) 

Line Comments 
11 Impose the internal condition on the shock. 
14 (91,92) is the gradient. 

STEP 1: optimization loop 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

input e 

for k = 0 ,1 , . . .repeat 
c o m p u t e ctfc 

se t {U5}*±I,... ,AT = {M°}*=I,...,AT - «fc * ffi.fc 

if <72 > 0 t h e n 

for j = index0(1)index0 + INT(<?2 * a t / A i ) 

set M° = ul° 
e n d 

e lse 

for j = index0 + INT(<?2 * aj~ / Ax) (1) index0 

se t u°: = ur° 

e n d 
e n d 

so lve Burgers eq. with initial da tum {u°}^=1 N —> {'u"}"!-^''" 

so lve jump({M^f}j=ii...ijv", Ax) —> (indexT ,ulT ,urT) 

! Shock position at £ = T 

for j = 1(1) N r epeat 
set pj = uj1 — Uj 

e n d 
set qT = {{urT - urobi)2l'l - (ulT - ulobi)2/2)/{urT - ulT) 

so lve adjoint eq. with final da tum {pf}j=i,...,N —> {P'J}J=I,...,N 
set internal boundary condition on the shock 

set {gi,gi)k = ({p°j}j=i,...,N,qT/(ur° - ul0)) 

23 e n d unt i l | |(#i,#2)i,fc+i|| < £ 

,M 

Line Comments 

1 e is the tolerance. 

3 Compute the descent step a.^ arg min J({u°}^=1 N — ctk * g\,k) 

5:13 Move the discontinuity. 

22 (91,92) is the gradient. 

23 II • II is the Euclidean norm in RAr+1. 

Finally we describe the algorithm for the alternating descent method we propose. 

Algorithm 6: Alternating descent method 

STEP 0: initialization 



1 input Ax, At, {wd}j=i,...,Ar, {U°J}J=I,...,N 
2 solve jump({w°6j'}J=li...jAr, Ax) - • (indexobj ,ulobj ,urobj) 
3 solve jump({M^}j=ii...ijv", Ax) —> (index0, ul° ""v*0^ 
4 solve Burgers eq. with initial datum {«?}?=i jy ~^ {w?}?=i' "W 
5 solve jump({M^f}j=ii...ijv, Ax) —> (indexT, ulT, urT) 
6 set 4T = ((urT - ur°'«)2/2 - (u/T - ulobi)2/2)/{urT - ulT) 
7 set ((71,(72) = (0, (?T) ! first generalized tangent vector 
8 solve discontinuity position (using optimal step) —> {vPAj= 

o\. . .. A ^ , ^ „ „ . o „.,o wro 
j = l , . . . ,AT 

9 solve jump({M^}j=ii...ijv", Ax) —> (index ,ul' 
10 solve Burgers eq. with initial datum {«?}?=1 jy ~^ {w?}?=i' "W 
11 solve jump({M^f}j=ii...ijv", Ax) —> (indexT, ulT, urT) 
12 for j = 1(1)AT repeat 
13 set PJ = uf - ud

p pf = pj 
14 end 

15 set qT = ((urT - urobi)2/2 - (u/T - ulobi)2/2)/(urT - ulT) 
16 solve adjoint eq. with final datum {pf}j=i,...,N —> {P°J}J=I,...,N 

17 solve jump({M^ — u° J}J=II...IN, AX) —> (indexT,plT,prT) 
18 for j = index0 - INT(w/T * T)(l)meZex° repeat 
19 p° = plT 

20 end 
21 for j = index0 (1) index0 - INT(wrT * T) 
22 p° = prT 

23 end 
24 set ((71,(72) = ({p°:}j=i,...,N, qT/(ur° —ul0)), ! second tangent vector 

Line Comments 
4:9 Optimize location of the discontinuity. 
8 See lines 5:13 of Algorithm 4, STEP 1. 

17:23 Impose the condition in (5.6). 
24 (91,92) is the gradient. 

STEP 1: optimization loop 



1 input e 

2 for k = 0 ,1 , . . .repeat 

3 c o m p u t e ak 

4 se t {u%±l..,N = {«?}$=!,...,* " «fc * 9i,k 

5 so lve Burgers eq. with initial da tum {«?}?=i N ~^ {ulYjZ\ '"'N 

6 so lve jump({M* f} J=i j . .^AT, Ax) —> (indexT ,ulT ,urT) 

! Shock position at t = T 

7 for j = 1(1) N r e p e a t 

8 se t pT = uf - u^ 

9 e n d 

10 se t qT = ((urT - urobi)2l'l - (ulT - ulobi)2/2)/{urT - ulT) 

11 so lve adjoint eq. with final da tum {pJ}j=i,...,N —> {P'J}J=I,...,N 

12 se t impose the condition in (5.6) 

13 se t (gi,g2)k = ({p°j}j=i,...,N,qT/(.ur° - uf)) 

14 e n d unti l \\(gi,g2)i,k+i\\ < £ 

Line Comments 

1 e is the tolerance. 

3 Compute the descent step ak arg min J ( { M ° } ^ = 1 N — ak * gi,k) 
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